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Task 1: Visual Text 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sourced: The Tiny Book of Tiny Stories by Joseph Gordon-Levitt 

 
1. Analyse how Text 1 comments on the societal issue of gender inequality. 

Answer with reference to 3 examples. (3 marks) 
 
Hint:  
ü How is this issue of gender inequality established? What aspects of the 

image show this? 
ü What specific message is the author trying to raise in reference to this 

issue? 



Task 2: Poem 

Funeral Blues 

          W.H. Auden 

Stop all the clocks, cut off the telephone, 
Prevent the dog from barking with a juicy bone, 
Silence the pianos and with muffled drum 
Bring out the coffin, let the mourners come. 

Let aeroplanes circle moaning overhead 
Scribbling on the sky the message ‘He is Dead’. 
Put crepe bows round the white necks of the public doves, 
Let the traffic policemen wear black cotton gloves. 

He was my North, my South, my East and West, 
My working week and my Sunday rest, 
My noon, my midnight, my talk, my song; 
I thought that love would last forever: I was wrong. 

The stars are not wanted now; put out every one, 
Pack up the moon and dismantle the sun, 
Pour away the ocean and sweep up the wood; 
For nothing now can ever come to any good. 

 

 

2. Evaluate the impact of “Funeral Blues” as an expression of loss and grief. 
(3 marks) 

 

Consider: 

ü What is the author’s attitude towards the loss of his loved one? 
ü The structure of the text 
ü How the author expresses their grief through language 

 

      

 

 

 



Text 3: Prose Fiction Extract 

 

Lines, Planes and Bodies 

I often dreamed of watching without being seen. Of spying. Of being the perfect 
observer. Like that camera obscura* I once made out of a shoebox. It 
photographed for me a part of the world through a black closed space with a 
microscopic pupil through which light sneaks inside. I was training. 

The best place for this kind of training is Holland where people, convinced of 
their utter innocence, do not use curtains. After dusk the windows turn into little 
stages on which actors act out their evenings. Sequences of images bathed in 
yellow, warm light are the individual acts of the same production entitled ‘Life’. 
Dutch painting. Moving lives. 

Here at the door appears a man, in his hand he has a tray, he puts it on the 
table; two children and a woman sit down around it. They take their time 
eating, in silence, because the audio in this theatre doesn’t work. Then they 
move to the couch, watch a glowing screen attentively, but for me, standing on 
the street, it isn’t clear what has absorbed them so – I only see flickers, flutterings 
of light, tiny pictures, too brief and distant to be intelligible. Someone’s face, a 
mouth moving intensely, a landscape, another face . . . Some say that this is a 
boring play and that nothing happens in it. But I like it – for example the 
movement of a foot playing unconsciously with a slipper, or the whole 
astonishing act of yawning. Or a hand that seeks upon a plush surface a remote 
control and – having found it – is calmed, withers. 

Standing off to one side. Seeing only the world in fragments, there won’t be any 
other one. Moments, crumbs, fleeting configurations – no sooner have they 
come into existence than they fall to pieces. Life? There’s no such thing; I see 
lines, planes** and bodies, and their transformations in time. Time, meanwhile, 
seems a simple instrument for the measurement of tiny changes, a school ruler 
with a simplified scale – it’s just three points: was, is and will be. 

OLGA TOKARCZUK 
Extract from Flights  

 

3. How is metaphor used in Lines, Planes and Bodies to represent unique 
experiences? (3 marks) 

 Hint: 
ü What kinds of experiences are described? 
ü How does the author express emotions towards those experiences? 



Text 4: Non-fiction Extract 

This is an extract adapted from the introduction to the book Stamping Ground: Stories of the 
Northern Suburbs of Melbourne. Sure I spent most of my first 20 years in Reservoir and 
moved to Fitzroy in 1989. But Fitzroy was where I really grew up. Where I landed in my skin. 
In the grubby incense-wafting share houses and the cutlery-clattering cafes on Brunswick 
Street. And sitting in front bars having a glass or two over a gossip, bitch or a laugh …  

My crush on Fitzroy started while driving through the inner-city on twinkling bluesky days in 
the early 70s. I was intoxicated by the cobblestone lanes, the crumbling little houses packed 
tightly together and the brick walls painted with flaking advertisements for Robur tea. I used 
to screech with delight at the multi-coloured double-storey terraces on Nicholson Street with 
a fleet of orange Kombis parked out the front. We called them the Rainbow Houses. I 
remember telling my mother that I was going to live in one when I grew up. She replied, ‘You 
wouldn’t want to live in one of those old terraces. They’re damp, dark and horrible – just ask 
your grandmother.’  

But I loved living in them. The creaking boards, the outside dunny, and the windows and 
doors that either didn’t open or didn’t close. In the summer it was high-ceilinged refrigerated 
bliss, and in the winter we had to wear spencers, and eat soup to take our mind off the fact 
that our fingers and toes were so cold they could snap off any minute. I lived in a handful of 
terraces while at uni, but the most important was a Rainbow House in Bell Street …  

I lived with three guys and we were all penny-pinching, opshop-dwelling, rabble-rousing 
students. We chained our bikes to the front fence and would have had a clapped-out brown 
loose-weave couch on the veranda if someone had given us one.  

I have great memories of that time, a constant stream of drop-ins, the espresso machine 
never cold and the stereo never off. Having a break from essays and wandering down to The 
Black Cat to devour a plate of nachos washed down with a milkshake in a frosty steel beaker. 
The joy of the first warm day in September when the girls would head for the shops to buy a 
cheap floral dress made in India and the boys would pull out their jolly shirts to wear to the 
Brunswick Street festival.  

In the suburbs I felt poor, ripped-off and oppressed. But it was in Brunswick Street in the late 
80s where I felt those feelings of freedom, confidence and liberation that blossom when you 
have your own money and are running your own race. With a pocket full of the night before's 
waitressing tips I would wander home on a caffeine high after a brunch at Rumbas. Picking 
up a bag of groceries from the Italian delicatessen that we called The Smelly Shop and 
lashing out on a bunch of orange marigolds from Flowers Vasette would make me feel like a 
queen. 

CATHERINE DEVENY 

4. How does the author explore a sense to connection to a specific place?     
(3 marks) 

 Consider: 
ü What the author describes about the place 
ü The role of memories with a sense of place 


